
AIESEC in Sydney  
TM GCPs Package 

“This world is but a canvas for our imagination.” 



GCPs—Business Intelligence 
Continuous cycle of feedback and reporting 

Able to identify bottlenecks, analyse survey data, create action 

steps, and test effectiveness of solutions. 

 

Results:  

1. Productivity increase: increase in %active members 

(members performing activity), increase in %LC goal 

achievement 

2. Empowered membership base: increase in TXP/TLP/TMP 

NPS, decreased TLP selection ratio.  

 

MTR Cycle explained in detail on following pages. 

 



GCPs—Business Intelligence 
Every bottleneck is addressed within the timespan of 2 weeks. All solutions and action steps are evaluated for 

effectiveness 2 weeks after initial execution. The MTR cycle spans 1 month.  



GCPs—Business Intelligence 

1. MTR September—Raw Data from survey 

2. oGC MTR Report (September) 

Data is compiled and analysed, inferences made. 

October 1 October 5 



GCPs—Business Intelligence 

October 6-13 

2. oGC MTR Report (September) 

3. Performance Management Tracker 

Action plan created to solve bottlenecks 



GCPs—Business Intelligence 

November 1 

3. Performance Management Tracker 

4. November MTR 

Effectiveness of solutions assessed 



GCPs—TXP S&S 
Assessed fulfilment of 16 S&S during Monthly Talent Review. 

Member responses determined whether a Team Standard was 

marked as fulfilled or not fulfilled. These would be updated each 

month from members’ MTR responses. 

Results: Focus on meeting team standards which were unful-

filled in the eyes of the members. Higher team standards fulfil-

ment rate, higher TMP NPS and higher LC productivity in S2. 

TeMi Tracker link:  

https://docs.google.com/a/aiesec.net/spreadsheets/

d/1FmoN-gjMkYgH2gDcYXX1EWx2clgHddLbJl0I4Sllx4g/

edit?usp=sharing 



GCPs—Product L&D 
MEC quizzes 

Quizzes which test knowledge of members show the LT where 

to focus their attention in terms of training. After each weekly/

biweekly training module (conducted in portfolio meetings), 

members would complete a team-specific quiz at the end of the 

week. The next training session would focus on filling gaps in 

knowledge leftover from last week, and continuing with training 

based on current portfolio needs.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Needs-based MEC cycle 

MEC cycles was planned based on stages of customer flow as 

opposed to weeks in the semester. This was to ensure educa-

tion was delivered at a relevant time for members to use, and to 

prevent overloading at the beginning of semester. 



GCPs—Functional Processes 
FOCUS AREA 1: IXP  

 Sharing of IXP stories and photos in local/ national newsletter 

 IXP-focused LCMs (showed videos of  VPICXs in partner coun-

tries!! Also showcased EP stories. No photos, which is a shame.) 

 LT IXP project  

 Personalised IXP opportunities 

 

Results: Increase in %IXP members from 14% to 26%. 

NEWSLETTER IXP PHOTOS AND STORY SHARING 

DISTRIBUTION OF PERSONALISED IXP OPPORTUNITIES 

LT IXP PROJECT 

I don’t have any photos for this, but as an LT, we 

planned small projects that we could execute with-

in the LT to drive IXP in our membership base.  

 

<<<< the best photo of this I had. sorry. 



GCPs—Functional Processes 
FOCUS AREA 2: PRODUCTIVITY AND A PERFORMING LC 

 KPI trackers 

 Membership audits (x2) 

 MTR/ performance management trackers 

 

MEMBERSHIP AUDITS 

Audits were conducted twice a semester. First audit was after a 2 week 

period where members could elect to leave without consequence after 

exploring AIESEC culture and AIESEC way. Second audit was after 

Rocktober based on Rocktober performance and GvA. Non-performing 

members were either exited or put on probation based on previous per-

formance and attitude. Audits were tracked and reviewed on a master 

document testing connection to PEOPLE, PASSION and PURPOSE and 

if these 3 align to AIESEC way. 

 

 

KPI TRACKERS 

Following replanning and MTR surveys, it was found that a major bottle-

neck was members not understanding lag goals or team direction. Lead 

and lag centric KPI trackers were implemented so that the LT could see 

which members were performing and members could see how individu-

al actions were contributing to team direction and portfolio WIGs (lag 

goals). 


